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Introduction 
   The surface of the earth is not even. There are many kinds of landforms. They 
occupy the whole surface of the earth. 
   How do they share the global  surface  ? Many geomorphologists have described 
the distribution of these landforms as the results of differences of geotectonic units, 
nature of rocks, climatological environments and the relation with water mass, for 
example sea, lake and ice sheat. 
   From these studies geomorphologists have divided landform units and made so-
called classiffication maps. 
   However, something is lacking in these works from the author's view point. The 
author thinks that we must open a new field in regard to the study of  'the structure of 
landforms'. This word  'structure' as used above does not have the usual meaning as 
used in geomorphology today, but a new meaning based on the relation between the 
 landform units. 
   To show and make known such structures is the purpose of this paper.
1 Structure of landform in its usual usage 
   In geomorphology, the technical term  'structure' has a precise meaning originating 
from the science of geology. It indicates certain characteristics of the rocks of the 
outer crust of the earth. There are two types of structure. The first type indicates 
the features which have resulted from the different types of crustal movements during 
geological history, such as faulting, tilting, thrusting, folding warping  flexture, etc. 
These make up the so-called 'Tectonic Relief' (Cotton 1953). The second use of the 
term structure indicates  'Structurally Controlled Relief' or  ` Soshiki chikei' (Kaizuka et 
al. 1963). That is the lithology of the  beds  ; the nature and the texture of the rocks, 
their relative hardness and relative permeability. 
   But from the author's view point, whether it will be tectonic relief or structurally 
controlled relief will not be much the matter. 
   Because, both 'structures' are  'geological structures', at all. By the author, these 
kinds of structures are named  Innerlandform Structures'.
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2 Structure of landform as a new concept 
   In the author's former paper (Yonechi 1980), the author gave a new meaning to the 
term  'structure' in the context of a spatial structure, and this definition was discussed 
by giving a geographical reference. 
   In the general geographical field except for geomorphology, the term  'structure' 
means spatial relationships between areas. In recent years,  'structure' has become a 
popular word, used in every field of geography. 
   For example as generally use a structure implies a set of areas which has a center, 
surrounding areas and interconnections between them. This kind of structure can be 
relatively easily identified by human geographical topics. But in geomorphology, 
 `structure' had meant only  'geological structure'. 
   Here, in this paper the author presents another  'structure' of landforms and uses 
a new term  'Inter-landform structure'. Namely, the term  'structure' as used have 
indicates the relation between adjoining landform units. In other words, the landform 
units are connected by various structures. 
   The author's  'structure' is a composition of landform areas as a  'gathering' with 
the nature of a whole.  'The gathering' is composed of parts (namely landform units) 
which are interdepended and limited. 
   B. Russel (1948) pointed out that there are two kinds of  structures  ;  'event struc-
tures' and  'material structures'. The usual structure of landforms, namely geological 
structures (that's Inner-landform structures) are  'material structures', and the author' 
s new structure of landform, namely  'Inter-landform Structure' is  'an event structure'. 
   At the time of this paper, there have been almost no articles discussingthe event 
structure of  landforms. 
   One of a few exceptions to the above remark was  'physical structure' by  R.R. 
Martin (1972). His types of  'physical structure' are distinguished by the position of the
             Table 1 Relation of two strutures 
                   Structures of landform
Structure of landform Structure of landform 
as an event structure as a material structure
Inter-landform structure 
 (Supra-structure)
 Inner-landform structure 
   (Infra-structure)
Geomorphological structure Geological structure
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land separated from the sea. His  these categories are the nuclear area, isolates and 
continents. His idea is extremely interesting. Yet, his 'structure' is not 'geomorphic 
structure' but physical structure in a broad meaning. 
   Recently, Takahashi (1982) wrote a paper about 'the geomorphological structure'. 
His structure is drawn in the figure of geomorphological dendrogram which shows the 
relations between units and the time necessary for each landforming process. From 
my view, his 'structure' is not spatio-geomorphological structure but time-geomor-
phological structure. 
   J.B. Thornes and D. Brundesden (1977) used the word  'structure' to cover a wide 
range of procedural mechanisms ranging from data collection designs to stochastic 
models. Their structures are space-time structures.
3 Basic structures 
   A landform unit is an area which exhibits sufficient homogenity of geomor-
phological characteristics to set it off from another units. Then, a landform unit 
exists having some relations with surrounding units. The author's aim is to find and 
advocate the basic structures between landform units as the idea to approach for the 
problem of the spatial nature of landforms. 
   Here, the author would like to present three basic  'Inter-landform Structures'. 
   The first one is 'Sender-Receiver Structure' (S-R St.). This structureis composed 
of a 'sender' (land unit sending load) and a 'receiver' (land unit receiving load). A 
typical example of S-R St. is found on the rela-
tion between a mountain area as the headwater 
region and a lowland area as the floodplain S R 
region.
   The sender is almost nearly found ac-
companied with a 'carrier'. Most of the carriers 
are rivers and glaciers. However, S-R St. is 
found not only in fluvial or glacial landforms but 
also in other cases like a volcanic mud flow or 
land slide. In  these cases, there are no carriers. 
Sometimes the receiver is assisted by a 'barrier' 
like a sand dune at the front of alluvial plain. 
   Another explanation on the concept of S-R 
St. is to regard the relation between two landform 
units from the view point of energy.  `S-R St.' is 
composed of one landform unit having high poten-
tial energy and another landform unit with lower 
position. There is a physical system through
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 Fig. 1 Schema of four  structures.
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which energy and matter move from  'Sender' to  'Receiver'. 
   The 'Actor-Reactor Structure' (A-RA St.) is another basic structure. It is com-
posed of an  'actor' (landform unit affecting to another one) and a  'reactor' (landform 
unit reacting to the actor). For example, the A-RA St. is found on a topography of 
rocky coast. There, waves act on the coast by the process of erosion. At the same 
time, the coastal area reacts against it by supplying sediments into the  sea. Between 
the actor (sea, especially offshore platform area) and the reactor (coastal area), there 
exists a buffer such as coast platform and shore platform. 
   From the view of energy, waves are a form of solar energy and by the energy chain 
(Bloom 1969) it transfer to the form of kinetic energy. This kinetic energy converse 
to geomorphic work. At last wave energy expended and coast has another energy 
like potential energy of wavecut cliff. 
   The third structure is  'the Independent Structure' (I St.). As one of the inter-
landform structures, this independent structure looks like an irrelevant existance. 
Because it is a single landform unit independent from all the surrounding areas. But 
 `no relation' is considered to be a kind of relation. In the desert, karst and  peri-
glacial areas, there are many examples of I st. such as enclosed hollows or isolated 
plateaus.
4 Complex structure and its position with three basic structures 
   The whole of the eart's surface is formed of the basic three structures. They are 
linked mutually and make complex. Among them, most significant one is composed 
of a  Sender-Receiver Structure' and an  'Actor-Reactor Structure'. 
   For example, the sea wave cut the foot of cliff and makes masswasting active on 
the slope. As a matter of course, this complex structure is fundamental on the coastal 
landforms. 
   In fluvial geomorphology, a holizontal force of river stream works as lateral 
erosion. This activity makes an Actor-Reactor Structure between valley floor and 
cliff. At the same time, we can find that there is a Sender-Receivor Structure along 
the cliff as so-called slope process. The hypothesis of unequal activity  (Crickmay 
                               1960, 1975) is a theory to emphasizethis
         lateral erosion kind of stream activity.
Actor
Receiver
Fig. 2
transportation
Reactor
being 
unstable
Sender
'Boomerang effect' of complex structure
   This complex might be called a kind 
of  'boomerang effect' shown as Fig. 2. 
   The author put it in another  way  ; 
each of two essential parts of this com-
plex structure has double roles. While 
the actor has a role of the receiver, the 
reactor is acting as the sender at the
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same time. 
   Among the many kinds of complex, the above mentioned one has special and 
important position. So, the author gives a name 'Complex Structure' only for this 
type of complex.  'Complex St.' is taken for  'quasi-basic structure' after the three 
basic structures. 
   The relation between these basic and quasi-basic structures can be explained by 
an abstract (a mathmatical) structure. It is shown like Klein's  'four group'. (Fig. 3)
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Fig. 3 Klein's  'four group' of structures
Conclusion 
   The author studied on the  inter-landform structure and  found three basic struc-
tures and one quasi-basic  structure  ; the Sender-Receiver Structure, Actor-Reactor 
Structure, Independent Structure and Complex Structure. 
   All of landform areas are combined or isolated as one of these  'structures of 
events'. On the other hand, these four structures have a kind of mathmatical structure 
as a whole. 
   In geomorphology, terminology is based, to a great extent, on terms derived from 
geology. However, now it is necessary to reflect and reform them, because the 
paradigm is changing in interdiciplinary studies on the space. Today,  'structure' is 
one of the most important key words in geography and related siences. If the author' 
s idea is accepted by colleagues, it will become necessary to work out new notion and 
research aspect which will be able to adequately describe and explain spatial nature of 
landforms. 
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